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Abstract: We know that channel routing is very important problem in VLSI physical design. The main objective 

of a channel routing algorithm is the reduction of the area of a IC chip.  In this paper, we just do a survey on 

some impotent multi-layer routing algorithms. Here we analyze The Efficient Routing algorithm and resolve 

horizontal constraints and minimize the net wirelength in a particular model of channel routing using MCC1 
and MCC2 algorithms. Next, we analyze an algorithm for Multi channel Routing MulCh and its differences from 

Chameleon which s another multi channel routing in the two-layer VH and three-layer HVH routing models. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
               Before going to the main topic we have to know about routing. We can view the spaces which are not 

occupied by the blocks as a collection of regions. These regions are used for routing. These regions are called 

routing regions. The process of finding the geometric layouts of all the nets is called routing. It has two phases. 

First phase is global routing. In this phase we generate a „loose‟ route for each net. The second phase is called 
detailed routing. In this phase we find the actual geometric layout of each net within the assigned routing 

regions.  

               To make easier to the routing problem the routing regions are divided into rectangular blocks. The 

blocks contain pins which need to be connected in their perimeter. There are two types of routing regions: 

Channel and switchbox. A channel is rectangular area which has two open ends and other two sides are bounded 

by two opposite sides of the blocks. Switchbox can be two types: 2D-switchbox and 3D-switchbox. A 2D-

switchbox is rectangular area bounded by three or four sides of the blocks. A 3D-switchbox is the rectangular 

area bounded by six sides of the blocks. Here we focus only the channel routing. 

                In 3D, a channel is a rectilinear grid with t+2 rows, m+2 columns and z layers [3]. A 3D view of a 

channel is shown in the figure 1.1. This channel has 6=t+2 rows, 10=m+2 columns and 4 layers. Rows are 

numbered as 0 to t+1 and columns are numbered as 0 to m+1. The 0th and (m+1)th columns and  the 0th and 

(t+1)th rows are not used to make connections inside the channel but used to make connections to circuits 
outside the channel. The intersection between layer, row and column is called grid point GP[h, j, k] where 

h=row no., j=column no. and k=layer no.  
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Figure 1.1: 3D view of a channel 

 

               We know that in Manhattan routing model we can only use horizontal wire segment and vertical wire 

segments to interconnect the nets. In grid-based Manhattan routing, horizontal wire segments are assigned to the 

different rows and vertical wire segments are assigned to the different columns. The layer with only horizontal 
wire segments is called horizontal layer (H) and the layer with only vertical wire segments is called vertical 
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layer (V). In the case of multi-layer we place the horizontal and vertical layers alternatively. The connection 

between the layers is done through via hole. In figure 1.2 shows 3D view of multi-layer.  
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Figure 1.2: 3D view of (a) VH routing model.[3]  (b) HVH routing model [3] 

               If the number of layer is even then there must be same number of vertical and horizontal layers. This 

model is called ViHi model. If the number of layers is odd then there are two possible models. First model is 

ViHi+1 model. In this model, first layer is horizontal layer and next vertical and next again horizontal layer and 

so on. Second model is Vi+1Hi model. In this model first layer is vertical layer and next horizontal and next again 

vertical layer and so on. 

                Now we are going to discuss some important concepts. These are horizontal constraint graph (HCG) 

[1], vertical constraint graph (VCG) [1] and horizontal non-constraint graph (HNCG) [1]. Suppose we have a 

routing solution of a channel is shown in the figure 1.3. 
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                                               Figure 1.3: A routing solution 

               HCG is a perfect undirected graph in which each node represents the net. In HCG any vertex adjacent 

to some other vertex means that these two nets can‟t be given to the same track. VCG is directed graph in which 

each node represents the net. The directed edge of vertical constraint graph represents that the track occupied by 

the source vertex or net must lies above the track occupied by the destination vertex or net. HNCG is the 

complement of HCG. The figure 1.4 shows the HCG, VCG and HNCG of the solution shown in figure 1.3. 
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Figure 1.4: (a) Horizontal constraint graph  (b) Vertical constraint graph  (c) Horizontal non-constraint graph 

 

II. TWO LAYER CHANNEL ROUTING ALGORITHMS 
2.1.      Efficient Routing Algorithm 

Yoshimura and Kuh [8] proposed a different but very efficient algorithm for two layer channel routing. 

Before going to the main algorithm we have to know the concept of zone representation of a channel. In a 

channel there are many columns. The zone representation is the classification of columns into different zones. 

Now the main question is how the classification is done. We scan from left column to right column. Suppose i th 

column is in one zone say zone Z. We check, if in ith column at least one net ends and in (i+1)th column at least 

one new net begins, then we begin a new zone (Z+1) from (i+1) column. Otherwise (i+1)
th

 column  is also in 

zone Z.  

This Algorithm doesn‟t allow the dogleg routing. This algorithm is based on the merging technique of 

two nets. They considered that two nets can be merged if there is no horizontal overlapping and there is no 

direct path in the vertical constraint graph between these two nets. We scan from left zone to right zone. We 

check that in one zone one net ends and one net begins from the next zone. If these two nets have one directed 
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path in vertical constraint graph then we choose the net from previous zone to merge with it. Otherwise we 

merge these two nets. After merging we also update the VCG accordingly. This procedure is continuing to the 

last zone. Here the figure 2.1 shows an example of a channel and its HCG. The table 2.1 shows the column 

number and the set of nets which intersects that column and its zone divisions. 

                         
                    (a)                                                                                                               (b)             

Figure 2.1: (a) A channel [8] (b) HCG of this channel [8]                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.1: Division of zones [8] 
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                                                                            (c) 

Figure 2.2: (a) The Zone representation [8] (b) Initial VCG [8] (c)Merging of nets according to the algorithm [8] 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Final solution of figure 2.1 (a) [8] 

 

In the VCG, we consider the merged nets as a single net that means we can place these nets in one 

track. Figure 2.3 gives the solution of figure 2.1 (a). This solution is based on the final VCG of figure 2.2 (c).  

Yoshimura and Kuh [8] again proposed another algorithm which is the variant of the above algorithm. 
In that algorithm, the pair of nets to be merged is selected using bipartite graph matching technique. Both the 

algorithms give better result than the dogleg [12] channel routing. 

 

2.2.       Algorithms for Two-Layer Routing in the Absence of Vertical Constraints 

                Here we analyse two algorithms: MCC1 [6] and MCC2 [6]. Here we consider that there is no vertical 

constraint. So we resolve the horizontal constraint to get the minimum track needed for routing. The first 

algorithm MINIMUM_CLICK_COVER_1 (MCC1) is based on graph theoretic approach. It takes O (n+ e) time 

to run where n = number of nets and e = size of HNCG. The second algorithm MINIMUM_CLICK_COVER_2 

(MCC2) is based on balanced binary search tree data structure. In takes O ( n log n) time to run.  

                 Before going to the main algorithm we have to know about transitively oriented graph. We know that 

an undirected graph can be converted into a directed graph by orienting the directed edge. If there exists an 

orientation of all edges such that for any three vertices vi, vj and vk: vi                vj and vj               vk  implies vi            vk, 
then that undirected graph is called transitively orientable graph. So, we can see that a transitively oriented 

graph has three types of vertex: source, sink and intermediate vertex. Source vertex has no incoming edges and 

sink vertex has no outgoing edges and intermediate vertex has both incoming and outgoing edges.  

                 In HNCG, two vertex has a common edge means these two nets do not overlap each other. So we can 

see that a clique in HNCG says that nets can be placed into one track. So, here we calculate the minimum click 

cover of HNCG of the channel. The figure 2.4 shows the interval and HNCG of a channel.  

                                    
(a)                                                                                                (b) 

Figure 2.4: (a) Intervals of channel [6] (b) HNCG of the channel [6] 

  Now each vertex of the HNCG is given a particular number say key value. The main question is how we will 

give that key value. We scan the channel from the left to right. That interval which starts first, that net or that 
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vertex is assigned the number 1 next is assigned number 2 and next is 3 and so on. Then we convert this 

undirected graph to a directed graph i.e. transitively oriented graph by giving the direction towards the higher 

number. The figure 2.5 shows the transitively oriented graph of figure 2.4. 

 
Figure 2.5: Transitive graph of figure 2.4. [6] 

                 First we sort the vertices according to the key value to ascending order. We select the first vertex. 
Then we look the destination vertices of only outgoing edges of the selected vertex. Then we select that vertex 

having the smallest key value. This process repeats till one sink vertex is selected. That becomes one clique. 

Then we delete these vertices from the transitively oriented graph. Then again sorting of vertices is done in the 

new graph. This process repeats till all the vertices are selected and the graph become empty. In figure 2.5, first 

we select v5 then v2 and then v7. As v7 is a sink vertex, (v5, v2, v7) become a clique and this means that the net 5, 

2 and 7 can be placed into one track. In the same way, (v3, v1, v4) and (v6) is became another two cliques of the 

figure 2.5. We need minimum three tracks for routing of the channel given in figure 2.4. 

                 Here we analyze another algorithm MINIMUM_CLICK_COVER_2 (MCC2) which is identical to 

MCC1 except the selection method. Here, first we select first interval from left in the channel. Next we select 

the interval which starts first after the ending of the selected intervals. These intervals are placed into one track. 

This computation can be done by maintaining a balanced binary search tree of intervals sorted according to their 

starting column number. 

III. THREE-LAYER CHANNEL ROUTING ALGORITHM 
                This algorithm is proposed by Chen and Liu [10] and is applicable in three-layer channel routing. This 

algorithm is extension of net merging method. This router separately considers routing for the VHV and HVH 

routing models. In VHV case the Left Edge Algorithm (LEA) is extended. In this case, after assigning all the 

horizontal wire segments to the horizontal layer using LEA, all upward vertical wire segments are assigned to 
one vertical layer and all downward vertical layer segments are assigned to the another vertical layer.  

                 In the case of HVH, this algorithm takes the concept of merging techniques. Here, the router not only 

merges the nets between two different zones (as in two-layer routing) but also merges the nets in the same zone. 

The merging of nets between two zones is called serial merging and the merging of nets in the same layer is 

called parallel merging. The serial merging of two nets is possible if there is neither horizontally nor vertically 

constrained and parallel merging of two overlapping nets can be possible if there is no directed path in the VCG. 

Figure 3.1 shows an example channel of HVH model. 

 
Figure 3.1: An example channel [10] 
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Figure 3.2: Step by step merging of nets according to algorithm [10]. 

 

Figure 3.2 shows the step by step merging of nets. We know that here merging may be serial or 

parallel. The serial merged nets can be placed into one track but parallel merged nets can‟t. So we divide the 

horizontal wire segments into two groups. One group is placed into one layer and another group is into another 
layer. Here in figure 3.2 the nets shown by dotted line are into one group and others are into another group. So 

the final routing is shown n he figure 3.3.  

 

 
Figure 3.3: Final solution of figure 3.1 [10]. 
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IV. MULTI-LAYER CHANNEL ROUTING 
4.1.          MulCh: A Multi-Layer Channel Routing Algorithm 

 Greenberg, Ishii and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli [9] proposed an algorithm MulCh for routing a channel 

which has more than four layers. MulCh can use unrestricted doglegging in the reserved layer Manhattan 
routing model and always route channels with cyclic vertical constraints. Here, the problem is decomposed by 

assigning the nets into groups. One is VH group, another is HVH group and another new group called B group. 

MulCh allows the layer called B layer on which wire segments are allowed to run both horizontal and vertical 

directions.  

    MulCh has two major components, the partitioner and the detailed router. The partitioner determines 

the group types of layers and partitions nets between them. The detailed router completes the interconnections 

by assigning the wire segments in the channel. MulCh follows the strategy of Chameleon[11] once the number 

of B layer is set. Chameleon is able to choose the group types independently. The strategy of chameleon is to 

use as many HVH group as possible and up to two VH groups because usually the best results are obtained with 

largest possible number of H layers.  

   Using more B layer reduces the standard lower bound on channel width but an excessive number of 
B layers may prevent us from coming as close to this lower bound because of the additional constraints on net 

assignment and detailed routing. For this, we start with no B layer and estimate the minimum area required for 

the routing. Then we select a minimum number of B layer and again estimate the area. If there is any 

improvement then we choose second one. For example, if there are 7 layers then first we choose HVH, VH and 

VH groups and estimate the area required for routing. Next we choose HVH, HVH and B groups then estimate 

the area again. Next again we try HVH, B, B, B, B and then try seven B layers. Which one is the best we choose 

that one.  

   Each net is initially added to all the groups and then the cost is estimated. Then the net is removed 

from all the groups except the best one. In the detailed routing phase, the channel density and the length of the 

longest path is used to estimate the channel width for VH and HVH group. The consideration is different for B 

layer.  First and foremost we must be sure that a proposed assignment of a net to a B layer does not yield a non-

planar collection of nets in that group. This checking is done from the partitioning process. So, MulCh is an 
enhanced version of Chameleon. 

4.2.           Multi-Layer VI+1Hi Channel Routing 

                  In this section, we show how algorithm MCC1 and MCC2 can be applied to compute feasible 

solution for Vi+1Hi, i≥1 channel routing model [6]. The algorithm MCC1 and MCC2 give the feasible solution 

only if there is no vertical constraints in two-layer routing channel. But in general CRP there is both horizontal 

and vertical constraints. In order to route channels with cycles in the VCG we must we two or more vertical 

layers. Consider the VHV routing model. Any vertical constraint (vi, vj) can be resolved in this model by routing 
the vertical wire segments of the nets ni and nj using the two vertical layers on either side of the horizontal layer. 

So it is immaterial whether ni is assigned to a track above nj or nj is assigned to a track above ni. So, here also we 

just consider only horizontal constraints.  

                  Now, we consider two or more horizontal layers in order to reduce the routing area. If we use i 

number of horizontal layers then we need at least    dmax/ i    tracks and also we need i+1 vertical layers. We first 

compute the minimum clique cover of HNCG using MCC1 or MCC2 algorithms. Then, the dmax cliques of the 

minimum clique cover are assigned arbitrarily to dmax tracks spread over i horizontal layers. After assigning the 

tracks we route the vertical layers as follows. Since there is a vertical layer on each side of a horizontal layer, we 

can route each of the two vertical wire segments using these two vertical layers. 

V. CONCLUSION  
                   We have discussed about some multi-layer channel routing algorithms and minimization of net 

wirelength in this paper. The merging algorithm used in two-layer routing can be extended to three layers. 

MCC1 and MCC2 are used only if there is no vertical constraint.  

              We have seen that the MulCh give the better result than the original chameleon. In many cases, 

Mulch succeeded in simultaneously reducing the number of rows and vias, as well as total net length. The 

computational complexity question remains open for minimizing the total routing wire length in the absence of 

any such restriction. 
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